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Abstract

For a growing number of customers, transient thermal
response of packaged semiconductor devices is a critical
issue. It is not enough to predict “time averaged” junction
temperatures based on average power dissipation,
because the actual duty cycle and associated transient
response of a device may lead to peak junction temperatures
vastly higher than such steady−state predictions.
Experimental techniques exist for accurately measuring the
thermal transient response of a physical device in the
100 microsecond range, and thermal RC−networks can
readily be generated to match these measurements. Such
networks can then be exercised with modeling tools such as
SPICE to obtain predictions for time−varying power inputs
in this time range. Faster experimental measurements are
often complicated by uncontrollable electronic interactions,
yet in real−life applications, power cycling of a device may
necessitate accurate predictions of the thermal response of
the system in the  microsecond time frame (or faster). It will
be shown that a thermal RC−network model based on
experimental data can be readily modified by following
straightforward rules, such that an arbitrarily fast response
can be accommodated. This concept can also be used to
optimize the meshing of 3D finite−element−models such that
accurate transient response is obtained in the desired time
domain, yet model size is minimized.

Glossary of Symbols
R thermal resistance (°C/W)
C thermal capacitance (W−s/°C)
T temperature (°C)
q energy per area
E energy
r size ratio between RC rungs
n number of sub rungs in the RC network
t time (seconds)
� characteristic time
� density of the solid
cp specific heat
k thermal conductivity
L element thickness or length
� thermal diffusivity
u unit step function
a pulse width of energy input

INTRODUCTION
Thermal characteristics of packaged integrated circuits

and discrete devices have long been a major concern for both
manufacturers and users of electronic products. Since
reliability is intimately associated with device junction
temperature, providing customers with accurate thermal
characterization data along with timely product thermal
support becomes increasingly critical. One approach by
semiconductor manufacturers to transient thermal response
has been the “transient thermal response” curve. This curve
shows the thermal response of a device over time, given a
“step” application of constant power. Using appropriate
analytical methods, this curve can be applied to varying
power inputs, duty cycles, and waveforms (see AND8219).
Measurement techniques supporting the transient response
curve are quite complex and have been the subject of
numerous papers [1]−[4]. An alternative to the transient
response curve is a thermal resistor−capacitor network. With
the advent of high−powered network analysis tools, such as
SPICE, the RC network is much easier to model for
arbitrarily complicated power inputs.

One can view an RC network (a “lumped−parameter”
model) as a rather extremely simplified finite element
model. While a full−blown, 3D finite element model of a
package can be correlated with physical measurements (and
in effect “calibrated” against experimental data), the run
time can be enormous (especially for transient problems),
and finding the “best fit” model to the data is far from a
trivial task; further, there are often far too many poorly
known parameters which can be arbitrarily adjusted in order
to achieve a good fit, for instance, the thermal conductivity
of each material in the model, and its associated functional
behavior with respect to temperature. Likewise uncertain,
but often with significant influence, are interfacial thermal
resistances, die attach and encapsulant voiding and
anisotropies, and internal or underlying PCB
thermal/structural anisotropies, etc. One primary advantage
of a simpler lumped−parameter model, therefore, is the
manageable number of parameters to be adjusted. Indeed, if
these parameters are derived from a best−fit method to the
very data which they purport to explain, there is no
ambiguity to the choices. Techniques for deriving
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RC−ladder networks of semiconductor packages from
experimental transient data have been established by one of
the authors [5] and others.

The challenge in developing a thermal−RC network for a
package is twofold. First, there are measurement limitations
that prevent the package from being characterized at the
shortest time ranges of interest. When testing “live” devices
(which is when one cares the most about accurate thermal
data over very short time periods), the process of switching
a “heating” power supply off and then switching a
“measurement” power supply on, tends to result in large
electrical transients in the measured “temperature sensitive
parameter.” Unfortunately, this operation is inescapable
when the goal is to sense the temperature of the very
semiconductor circuit element which dissipates the most
significant amount of power in the package. These electrical
transients can easily last longer than the interval over which
the temperature information is desired, hence reliable
experimental data may be unavailable when it is most
needed. The second problem with a lumped−RC model
(derived from whatever reliable data is available), is that
intrinsically it can only accurately reproduce thermal
behavior of a system at the approximate time constant of its
finest−resolution elements (and then only if they are
properly located within the model).

In other words, any finite element model (whether lumped
RC’s or otherwise) which is derived or calibrated based
solely on experimental data, will be fundamentally
inaccurate when predicting transient responses for times
shorter than those originally measured. It can be tempting to
look at a thermal transient curve which shows no
“significant” temperature change between the first 100 and
500 microseconds, then to derive an RC network model
which fits the existing data “perfectly” and has a
200 microsecond time constant, and then to presume that
this RC model can be used to accurately model the junction
temperatures with a 10 microsecond duty cycle. “After all,”
one reasons, “we saw effectively no temperature change
until after 500 microseconds, so a 200 microsecond
response time must be adequate.” (Wrong!)

To understand this deficiency, we must first study the
physical/mathematical basis of the substantial difference in
transient behavior (at the shortest times) between a lumped
parameter model and a “distributed” parameter model.
Since the real world of semiconductor thermal physics is a
material continuum, this distinction is paramount. It can be
illustrated by exploring a simple system and observing the
magnitude of the errors which can result when the incorrect
(lumped) model is used. Then, this same “incorrect” model
will be modified such that it becomes more accurate for
shorter times, and an algorithm presented to guide such
modifications accurately to arbitrarily short times. Finally,
this process will be demonstrated using a full set of typical
experimental data.

Discrete vs. Continuous Heat Transfer Physics
The “real world” consists of regions of reasonably

continuous material properties; the boundaries between the
regions also may have their own particular properties. When
the response of a region as a whole can be suitably treated,
it may be considered as a “lump”, but if we are interested in
internal details, it may be necessary to treat it like a
continuous distribution of matter.

For example, suppose a semiconductor package has a total
mass of five grams, and is comprised of materials with (on
the average) a specific heat capacity of something like
1.2 W ⋅s/gm ⋅ °C. Its thermal capacitance (the “C” part of the
RC model) is therefore something like 6 W ⋅s/°C (the
product of mass times specific heat). Also suppose that
according to steady state measurements on a certain circuit
board, it has a thermal resistance of perhaps 25°C/W (the
“R” part). Its lumped−parameter thermal time constant is
therefore something like 150 seconds (the product of R and
C). If we are interested in knowing how long it will take,
from the time we first apply power to the package, until the
package itself has reached some sort of thermal equilibrium,
this single RC time constant model is entirely reasonable.
Further, estimates of average junction temperature will be
valid for any sort of power duty cycle which changes less
often than, say, every five minutes. For instance, at an
average power dissipation of 1.0 W, the “steady” junction
temperature will be 25°C above the board (case)
temperature.

But what if the power is applied with a 1% duty cycle of
10 milliseconds on (at 100 W), then 990 milliseconds off,
etc., to sustain that average power level of 1.0 W? We know
that the silicon inside the package (where the heat originates)
has a total mass of 0.07 gm (a 10x10x0.3 mm chip), and a
heat capacity of 0.67 W ⋅s/gm ⋅ °C, for a thermal capacitance
of 0.047 W ⋅s/°C. Assuming that the power is dissipated
uniformly on one surface of the chip and that the bulk of this
heat passes through the chip to the leadframe underneath (as
opposed to exiting through the poorly conducting
encapsulant above), the thermal resistance of this path will
be about 0.03°C/W (length over area over conductivity).
Thus the “lumped” response time of the chip within the
package is about 1.4 millisecond, much shorter than the
“on” time of the power cycle. 100 W applied for 0.01 sec is
1.0 W�s of energy, so the temperature rise of the junction (as
compared with the back side of the chip) could be as high as
1.0/0.047, or 21°C (depending on how quickly the heat can
escape from the chip. Yes, the average junction temperature
will still be but 25°C higher than the case, but the peak rise
could be nearly twice as high over ambient as the average
value. Clearly, our first “single lump’’ package model was
inadequate to predict this result (though unwise to even try,
based on the timescale of interest, we would have computed
1.0/6 = 0.2 °C); but we only know that we fall short by two
orders of magnitude, because we have the ability and have
taken the trouble to estimate what could be happening at a
finer detail of the package geometry.
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What, then, if the power duty cycle has an “on” period of
10 microseconds? It would be prudent to be cautious of even
the lumped “chip scale” model, as we shall see.

Simple Models
Comparison of Simplest Models

Without belaboring the mathematics behind the following
equations, we can answer the preceding question fairly
quickly by examining a specific, “special case.” The
following equations describe the time−domain response to a
square−edged power pulse (of finite width and amplitude),
delivering a total energy E, for each of three physical models.

The first equation describes the response of a single
lumped−parameter system (i.e., one R, one C, just as we
have been exploring already). It may be recognized as a
simple exponential response to a “step” input, complicated
only by the addition of the delayed “un−step” to remove the
applied power after the specified pulse width. (The u
function is the “unit step” function which is defined to be
zero when the argument is negative, and unify when the
argument is non−negative.)

The second equation is the exact solution for a distributed
material domain of finite thickness (and heat input is
uniform per unit area on one boundary), where the “output”
boundary of the domain is at thermal ground. This is
the simplest possible continuous domain problem
corresponding to a finite, single−lump RC.

The third equation is the response of a semi−infinite
continuous domain (to a uniform flux on the input boundary).
It is presented to help clarify the difference between the first
two models. We would expect this third model to act just like
the “correct” finite−extent model (Equation 2) for short
enough times (i.e., well before the heat pulse reaches the
“ground” side of the domain), but would not expect it to
match the behavior as time gets large. Because it is
functionally so much simpler than the “exact” model,
however, it will be much easier to understand the difference
between it and the lumped RC model at those short times.

For the lumped RC model, a finite volume of material with
a particular thermal capacitance makes sense, and the energy
input is sensibly treated in units of energy. For the
finite−extent distributed model, it is fortuitous that the RC
product happens to be independent of the area normal to the
heat flow, and therefore the energy and capacitance can be
treated either in their “natural” units, or in “per area” units.
For the semi−infinite distributed model, neither energy nor
capacitance make any sense unless viewed on a “per area”
basis, but because there is no characteristic length, neither do
the concepts of capacitance per area, nor characteristic time.
Conveniently, however (because we seek to compare this
model’s response to the others), if we introduce the
characteristic length and time from the other models, it
happens to result in the same quantities of energy and
capacitance (converting the input energy/area, q, into an
energy, E).

Thus, Equations 1, 2, and 3, all can be rewritten by
normalizing the time (now t’ and a’) with respect to the
characteristic time of the RC model (which is the same as
that of the finite extent model), and by normalizing the
temperature by the quantity Cth/E. Equations 4, 5, and 6 are
the corresponding non−dimensionalized versions for the
three models. Figure 1 is a plot of the peak temperature
reached (namely, at time t = a, or t’ = a’) by the “junction”
(where the heat is input) of each of the three models as a
function of the pulse width (a’ = 1 when the pulse width is
equal to the characteristic time). As expected, when the
pulse is very short with respect to the characteristic time
(that is, the pulse ends long before the heat can propagate to
the far side of the region), Equations 5 and 6 (the
finite−extent and semi−infinite distributed models) agree
precisely. When the pulse is very long with respect to the
characteristic time, it shows the expected agreement
between Equations 4 and 5 (the lumped and finite−extent
models), while the semi−infinite solution diverges.

Dimensional Equations

T(t)pulse lumped−RC � E
Cth

�
a��1−e �−u(t−a)�1−e ��− t
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�
�

(eq. 1)
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Non−Dimensional Equations

Cth
E

T(t)pulse lumped−RC � 1
a�

[(1−e−t�)−u(t−a)(1−e(t�−a�))] (eq. 4)

(eq. 5)

Cth
E

T(t)pulse finite−extent �
2

a� �� �
	



t�� �1 � 2

�

n � 1
(−1)−n�e

−n2
t� −n �

t�� erfc� n
t�� ���

− t�−a�� · u(t−a)�1 � 2

�

n � 1
(−1)−n�e

− n2
t�−a�−n �

t�−a�� erfc� n
t�−a�� ���

Cth
E

T(t)pulse semi−infinite � 2
a� ��

� t�� −u(t−a) t�−a�� � (eq. 6)

What may be surprising is how very much higher the peak
temperature is for the “correct” (i.e., continuous media)
models versus the lumped RC model, when the pulse is short
compared to the time constant of the model. If the pulse is
only 1/100th the length of the RC time constant, the actual
temperature rise is more than an order of magnitude larger
than that predicted. This error ratio grows as the square root
of the pulse width ratio, or precisely;

correct (distributed)
lumped RC

� 2
��

�
a� (eq. 7)

As an aside, note that in a strict sense, the term “time
constant” should only be applied to the RC model; the term
“characteristic time” is more appropriate for the other
models. Though this “characteristic time” conveys a similar
meaning (namely, that the energy takes something on the
order of that time to traverse the region, or that it takes on that
order of time to reach a significant fraction of its final value),
it does not follow the more familiar exponential rules of 63%
after one time constant, and so forth. (In fact, in response to
a step input, the finite−extent model reaches 93% of its final
value after only one characteristic time.)

Enhanced RC Model
Hopefully, it is now clear that a 1−rung RC model is

incapable of accurately predicting transient behavior for a
continuous medium, when the desired predictions are for
times much shorter than the lumped−parameter time
constant of the system. If we had observed this problem
while building a 3D finite element model (FEM) of the
package, at this point we would have said simply “increase
the mesh density!” (Though one important point being made
here is that unless the user is paying careful attention, the
observation that the smallest elements of the FEM were too
large might not even have been made!) Except for our choice
of mesh size, we would have no direct concern over the new
values of the R’s and C’s computed by the modeler − it
would take care of it for us transparently. What we have done
by refining the mesh, however, is simply to subdivide the
existing elements into smaller pieces. Total system
capacitance is not changing, and total system resistance over
the same path length in any particular direction isn’t

changing. We can do exactly the same thing with our 1−D,
1−rung model, by dividing the R and C into proportionally
sized sub−elements.

Lumped

Semi−Infinite

Figure 1. Normalized peak response to finite
pulses for finite−extent, semi−infinite, and lumped

parameter models as a function of normalized
pulse width.
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0.1
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12

Finite

To clarify the concept, first suppose that we simply divide
the single−rung RC network into a two−rung ladder (as
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3), such that the overall
resistance and capacitance of the system are conserved. If r
is the relative size ratio between the two rungs, then the
specific relationship between the rungs and elements of the
two ladders is as shown. It should be fairly clear how the r
ratio has been applied simply and directly to the
capacitances, but perhaps less so with respect to the
resistances. To understand the resistances, observe that the
same fractions of the total resistance are computed, but that
the fraction corresponding to the lower rung has been
divided in two and split across the two resistance elements
in the ladder. This is because the path resistance between any
two nodes is attributed half to the material associated with
each of them (just as if this were indeed a finite element
model), whereas the capacitance is associated directly with
each node and represents the thermal mass of the node itself.
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Because there is only one path away from the “junction”
node, its entire share (not half) of resistance is included
there. Since the total resistance adds up to the original R, the
“DC limit” of these two networks will be the same.

R C

R� 1
1 � r

� 1
2

r
1 � r

� 1
1 � r

C

R1
2

r
1 � r

r
1 � r

C

Figure 2. 1−Rung Model Figure 3. 2−Rung Model

We can generalize this concept fairly easily to any number
of rungs, where as we move farther and farther from the
junction node, each rung is the same fixed size ratio r larger
than the preceding rung. The only complication (as
compared to the 2−rung version) is that to conserve the total
capacitance and resistance, the equations get more complex.
If the number of rungs desired is n, Equation 8 tells us how
to compute the fractional size of the smallest rung, such that
when we sum the sizes of all the elements in the network,
they will add up to the original single−lump model values.

C1 � r−1
rn−1

C, C2 � rC1, C3 � rC2, etc. (eq. 8)

The resistances will follow exactly the same relative
ratios, but again, each resistance (except the junction
element’s) will be split equally between adjacent nodes.
Figure 4 shows such a four−rung network.

Figure 4. A Four−Rung, Fixed−Ratio Ladder
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C
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C
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2
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�R 1

2
�(r−1)r2

r4−1
�

(r−1)r3

r4−1
�R

1
2
�(r−1)r

r4−1
�

(r−1)r2

r4−1
�R 1

2
(r−1)r3

r4−1
R

Junction

To see what is the effect on the pulse response of this
modification to the model, it will be instructive simply to
consider how the circuit responds to a step. First, in all of
Figures 5 through 7, note that the “exact solution” (the
finite−extent, continuous domain step response) has a
log−log slope of 1:2 below the “characteristic time” (a direct
consequence of the square−root of time behavior). By
contrast, every lumped−parameter model, if it is extended to
times shorter than its fastest−rung time constant, ends up at
a log−log slope of 1:1. As the time of interest gets much
smaller than the model can resolve, the relative error will get
larger (as we have already discovered).

Figure 5 illustrates that with four rungs, once the size ratio
gets larger than about 4:1, a distinct “waviness” appears in the
response. Also, there is considerable “overshoot” in the
response (i.e., higher amplitude than the exact solution) once
into the 1:2 slope region. Figure 6 confirms that the
“waviness” is a problem at a ratio of 16:1 regardless of the
number of rungs chosen. Figure 7 illustrates that at a fixed
rung−to−rung size ratio of 3:1, every addition of 1 rung
extends the range of the 1:2 slope region faster, by essentially
one order of magnitude; further, there is no perceptible
waviness in the response, and the overshoot is negligible.

Figure 5. Step Response of 4 Rung Networks with Differing Element Size Ratios
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1E+0
2E+0

4 rungs @ 1.0:1

Exact Solution

4 rungs @ 64.0:1

4 rungs @ 4.0:1

4 rungs @ 16.0:1
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3 rungs @ 16.0:1

2 rungs @ 16.0:1

4 rungs @ 16.0:1

1 rung

Figure 6. Step Response of 1−4 Rung Networks with Progressive Element Size Ratio of 16
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4 rungs @ 3.0:1
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2 rungs @ 3.0:1

8 rungs @ 3.0:1

Figure 7. Step Response of 1−8 Rung Networks with Progressive Element Size Ratio of 3.0
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The Algorithm
Based on the foregoing analysis, the following rules are

recommended for extending the fast−time response of
RC−network models derived from experimental data:

1. Identify the fastest response time for which the
experimental data is reliable.

2. Fit a minimal−rung RC network to that data, such
that the response of the fastest element is not faster
than that range (and satisfies any other accuracy
requirements at all longer times). If the data
clearly enters a 1:2 log−log slope region, be sure
that the “best fit” network is able to match the
“slowest” part of that range (though it need not
necessarily match the fastest data well).

3. Knowing the fastest power cycling which will be
applied to the device in real life (if faster than the
network already obtained), count the additional
number of orders of magnitude of response
needed. This plus one (Equation 9), will be the
number of sub−rungs, n, into which the best−fit’s
fastest rung must be subdivided.

n � int(log10(�min)− log 10(�desired)) � 1 (eq. 9)

4. The capacitance to be subdivided is simply the
capacitance of the fastest rung of the best fit
network. Using an element ratio of 3 for r,
Equation 8 can be reformulated to compute all the
new sub−rungs’ capacitances (Equation 10).

Ci �
2 * 3(i−1)

3n−1
Coriginal fastest (eq. 10)
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5. Because physically the resistances represent
material which spans the space between nodes
(rather than material lumped at the nodes), 
the subdivision of the R’s is more complicated
than for the C’s. Equations 11 thru 14 show how 
to do this for a rung ratio of 3.

Rs � C
C � C0

Roriginal fastest (eq. 11)

If i = n then:

Rn � (Roriginal fastest � Rs) �
3(n−1)

3n−1
Rs (eq. 12)

If 1 < i < n then:

Ri �
3i � 3(i−1)

3n−1
Rs (eq. 13)

If i = 1 then:

R1 � 5
3n−1

Rs (eq. 14)

where C is the capacitance of the original rung being
subdivided, and C0 is the capacitance of the adjacent
(slower) rung. [Note that in the original 1−rung ladder used
to develop the method, (Figure 2) there was no such slower
rung.] A careful comparison of Figures 10 and 11 with
Figure 9 (in the following “real−device” example) will
hopefully make the R−subdivision method clear.

Real−Device Example
A typical experimental transient response curve (a 6−lead

SOT23L plastic package) is shown in Figure 8, along with
the original 6−rung “best fit” RC network response (before
extension) in Figure 9. Also shown are two additional RC
network responses, obtained by applying the algorithm just
described to the top rung, first dividing it into two pieces
(Figure 10), and then into six (Figure 11). Note that the
original junction−rung’s 5.52°C/W resistor is partitioned
into 4.94 and 0.58°C/W pieces, based on the

0.000455/0.00388 capacitance ratio between the junction
rung and the next rung (Equation 11). Only the 0.58°C/W
portion is then subdivided into the faster−response added
rungs (Equations 12 thru 14).

Application to 3−D Finite Element Models
Since this algorithm (especially the method of handling

the resistances) was developed according to the very
principles which guide the computation of the nodal
capacitances and interconnect resistances of a typical 3−D
finite element code, it should be clear that the same
conclusions regarding smoothness of response in the 1:2
log−log slope region, and the relationship between size ratio,
number of elements, and faster time response capability are
applicable. Further, it is much simpler in that the FEM code
will take care of the calculations, once you have specified the
element dimensions. The crucial feature of a 3−D model is
that an element’s “characteristic time” is equal to the square
of its thickness (in the direction of heat flow) divided by the
thermal diffusivity of the material.

� � L2
�

(eq. 15)

You calculate the smallest element thickness necessary to
obtain the desired response, apply this value only to the
elements directly adjacent to the model’s heat source (the
chip surface, for instance), and the elements’ thickness can
grow at a 3:1 ratio moving away from this region until the
size is constrained by other model requirements.

CONCLUSION
Based on our experience, the methods presented here can

be used to predict accurate thermal transient response to
arbitrarily fast power input in an RC thermal network. The
initial RC network can be systematically enlarged to
encompass the desired time response. These methods also
apply in sizing elements of an FEM model to achieve
optimum time response in a transient simulation.
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Measured Data

“Best Fit”

2 Sub−rungs @ 3.0:1

Figure 8. Typical Experimental Data and Resulting RC
Network Responses
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Figure 9. 6−Rung “Best Fit’’ RC Network
(2 ms Resolution)
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